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President’s 
Message

Firstly, let me wish all our customers, associates and colleagues a 
Happy and Prosperous Lunar New Year of the Goat. 

Despite many uncertainties facing us internationally and locally, I 
am happy to report that the Revenue for FY2014 of $1,342m was 
higher than FY2013 by 8% due mainly to higher revenue recognition 
from local Shipbuilding contracts. Profit before tax (PBT) of $122.8m 
for FY2014 was lower due to weaker Shipbuilding performance 
from the US operations. Our revenue has grown steadily since the 
founding of the company in 1968 and for that I like to thank all our 
stakeholders for their support, confidence and the trust in us and 
to my colleagues who have worked so hard to make this happen.

We look forward to another exciting and successful year with all of 
you. While we have done well, we must never rest on our laurels. 
To this effect, every aspect of our business had been reviewed with 
an aim to make the processes more robust and resilient as we ride 
through cycles of ups-and-downs and booms-and-busts.

We have adopted the theme for Work Plan 2015 - “A Thinking, 
Learning and Innovative Organisation”. While we are in constant 
pursuit of growth and perfection, I like all of us to also think of new 
ways to work smarter, embrace a journey of lifelong learning and 

to create an environment where innovative ideas are allowed to 
flourish and take root in this organisation. We have to stay ahead of 
competition in this very harsh business environment. 

We must also not despair when we have failed, as failure is the 
mother of success. Last year, we had project execution issues 
where the Management and Board has taken a good review of the 
lessons so that similar incidents can be prevented and not repeated 
in the future.

We will also focus on other intangibles like branding ourselves better 
as a total solutions provider. We certainly hope to clinch our long 
term support contract with a very valued customer. This would 
further stamp our hallmark as a company that provides cradle-to-
grave solutions. We also position ourselves as a company focusing 
on sustained growth as we embark on certification as a ISO 50000 
company which takes energy management seriously. We look 
forward to welcoming all of you to Imdex Asia which will take place 
in May 2015. We are creating greater awareness of our presence 
using social media platforms such as Youtube and through national 
infotainment programmes such as Big Factories which was recently 
featured on our national television Channel 8. 

Dear Customers, 
Associates and Colleagues, 

“ At the company level, both ST Marine and
  VT Halter also continue with ongoing efforts to
  leverage on each other and continue to strive
  to work more closely in sharing of each others’
  lessons learnt to avoid recurrences. ” 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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In human capital development, we will continue to nurture our 
younger colleagues and to provide them with more visible career 
growth paths. We have improved on our Learning Needs Analysis 
(LNA) processes through our in-house designed eLNA application, 
with the intention to roll out at the end of the year. 

While the industry has made good strides in the last 10 years in 
rebranding itself and shedding the old image of being a dangerous, 
dirty and demanding one, we will continue to reach out to younger 
Singaporeans to join the industry. We will also attempt to promote 
“Engineering” as a fun and exciting profession that helps to shape 
and improve the world; the marine industry - as an industry that 
make heads turn; and opportunities in personal development and 
growth for excellence. 

As you  may be aware, it is a Singapore designed, built and operated 
vessel that located the main fuselage of Air Asia Flight QZ8501. 
Our engineers, builders and seamen should be proud that we have 
assisted to bring closure to many of the families affected by this 
tragic event which I hope will never happen again. 

We will intensify our Staff Engagement Efforts that we strengthened 
last year. We will invest in our people as we encourage our 
supervisors, both local as well as foreign colleagues, to upgrade 
themselves through diploma and NITEC courses. Our productivity 
improvement initiatives which started in 2009 to complement our 
decade long Kaizen efforts will continue with fervour. We will continue 
to invest in IT to give us the edge in response and competitiveness. 
We will improve our corporate governance framework as we move 
towards a risk-based approach to anticipate issue and design 
procedures and processes. We will utilise the power of data analytics 
to detect potential fraud incidents so as to give our customers and 
shareholders a greater confidence in us.

In this publication, we report our steady progress on all the 
shipbuilding projects that we are currently undertaking. These 
include the four Fearless-75 Patrol Vessels for the Royal Navy of 

Oman, and the eight Littoral Mission Vessels (LMV) for the Republic 
of Singapore Navy. We were honoured and delighted to have Deputy 
Secretary (Technology) Brigadier-General (NS) David Koh Tee Hian 
in Benoi Yard to officiate the keel-laying of the second and third 
LMV. A flurry of activities also took place in the US as three in the 
series of ten offshore vessels, HOS Clearview, HOS Crockett and 
HOS Caledonia were delivered to Hornbeck Offshore. The first of 
the two Container Roll-On/Roll-Off (ConRo) built for Crowley 
Maritime Corporation had her keel laid in the month of January 2015.

As a token of appreciation to our customers, we organised an 
evening of fun with Arts Appreciation at the Asian Civilisation 
Museum before walking down Singapore River and visiting the 
memorable first General Post Office, now the Fullerton Hotel, where 
a wine appreciation and sumptuous reception was held. We also 
ushered in the Year of the Goat with our colleagues and friends 
with a Lo-hei dinner held in Spring Court restaurant, soaking into 
the atmosphere of Chinese New Year in Chinatown.

I congratulate our teams who achieved two Star Awards and 
two Gold Star Award at the ST Engineering Team Excellence 
Competition held in 5 December 2014. Well done to Energy 
Blasters (Benoi-Facilities), Work With Safety (Benoi-Hull), Brainy 
Facilitator (Benoi-Transportation/Facilities) and ST Innovators 
(Tuas-Machinery). We were also delighted to end 2014 with the 
annual Long Service Award Ceremony, showing our recognition 
for many colleagues whom have served us well. This was 
indeed another joyous occasion to celebrate their proven 
long-term dedication, commitment and loyalty to our company. 
An example is our colleague Lee Kwan Sin, who we featured as 
our Pioneer in this issue. He has loyally and diligently served 
ST Marine for the past 40 years!

Happy reading and once again wishing all of you and your loved 
ones a Happy and Prosperous Year of the Goat. 

Yours sincerely, 
Ng Sing Chan

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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The Integrated Topside Design (ITD) is increasingly crucial for 
optimal performance for the new generation of warships to 
allow efficient exploitation of system technologies, to improve 
the ship’s capabilities and flexibility. With numerous systems 
working across a wide frequency range and limited strategic 
topside locations in positioning the antennas, ITD provides 
the solution in optimising the performance of the suite of 
sensor, weapon and communication systems found onboard 
modern warships.

In ST Marine, the Engineering Design Centre (EDC) Weapons, 
Electronics and System Integration (WESI) Team is responsible 
for the ITD. The tasks undertaken by the Team include 
analysis and review of the source-victim matrix (interference 
analysis between antennas), identification of non-transmit 
zones, establishment of radiation hazards zones, review 
and definition of weapons, sensors coverage and related 
factors.  The review of the topside design studies and 
reports – identify the critical electromagnetic interferences 

(EMI) problems at early stages of the project and exploring 
solutions to de-conflict or mitigate EMI issues pertaining to 
topside designs are all part of this process. To elaborate, 
optimising the integration of combat system sensors could 
impact the efforts of communication antennas positioning. 
To address such problems, feasibility studies are conducted, 
with solutions presented to customers and stakeholders for a 
best decision. The topside design study is also validated by 
onsite measurements.

The ITD forms an essential core of a good ship design and 
engineering and must be done in the early stages of the 
design process, where relevant concepts and studies are 
performed timely to allow best engineering trade-offs and 
facilitate design decisions to optimise all sensors, weapons 
and communications locations. Our ST Marine Team is 
constantly looking at ways to improve and optimise the 
topside design process and facilitate the building of a most 
capable and versatile warship for our customers. 

 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

The Integrated
Topside Design (ITD)
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VT Halter Marine, Inc. (VT Halter Marine) proudly held the laying 
of the keel ceremony on 21 January 2015 at the Pascagoula 
facility for the first of two Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)-powered, 
combination Container Roll-On/Roll-Off (ConRo) ships for its 
long-time customer, Crowley Maritime Corporation (Crowley). 
Traditionally, the keel laying marks the ceremonial beginning of 
the ship’s construction as it forms the backbone of a ship and is 
the first part of the vessel to be constructed.

The new Commitment-Class ship has been designed to 
maximize the carriage of 102-inch-wide containers, which offer 
the most cubic cargo capacity in the trade. The ship measures 
219.5m long, 32.3m wide (beam), with a deep draft of 10m, 
and an approximate deadweight capacity of 26,500 metric 
tonnes. Cargo capacity will be approximately 2,400 TEUs 
(20-foot-equivalent-units), with additional space for nearly 

400 vehicles. The main propulsion and auxiliary engines will 
be fueled with environmentally-friendly LNG, setting a new 
standard for responsible shipping. The vessels will be built at 
the Pascagoula facility, with deliveries scheduled for mid and 
late 2017. The ship design is provided by Wartsila Ship Design in 
conjunction with Crowley subsidiary Jensen Maritime, a leading 
Seattle-based naval architecture and marine engineering firm.

“This keel laying is a major milestone event in the construction 
schedule for the Crowley Commitment-Class Program.  
We are pleased that construction is underway for this very 
significant vessel. We are most grateful to our valued customer, 
Crowley, for their continued confidence in VT Halter Marine.” 
~ Bill SKINNER, Chief Executive Officer, VT Halter Marine

Keel Laying for the first of two 
LNG-Powered ConRo 
for Crowley

 
MARINE NEWS
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5 February 2015 marked another significant day as the fourth 
and final patrol vessel being built for the Royal Navy of Oman 
was launched. The ceremony was graced by Commander 
Awadh Said Ali Al Quyudhi, Staff Officer 1 Logistics RNOR in 
Singapore, who did the honours by activating the launching 
mechanism that launched the vessel.

Fine Finale… The launching of the fourth patrol vessel being built for the 
Royal Navy of Oman BO663

Other distinguished guests included Commander Hamood Al 
Rashdi and the members of the Royal Navy of Oman resident 
team. ST Marine is appreciative of their continuous support. 
It is only with their co-operation and collective commitment to 
ensure the success of the Al-Ofouq programme that we have 
arrived at this “Fine Finale”!

MARINE NEWS
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ST Marine fended off strong competition from other international 
shipyards to win the tender to refurbish the 79m long, 3,450 
deadweight tonnage fishing vessel “Demiku”, owned by Cristina 
Fishing Co LLC based in Miami, USA. 

The Demiku had an unfortunate accident at Victoria Port, 
Seychelles, where a fire on board damaged the wheelhouse 
and the accommodation cabins of the vessel in June 2014. 
“ST Marine won the tender for repair work with responsiveness 
and technical expertise,” quipped Mr Antonio Alvarez, the 
owner of Cristina Fishing Co LLC. 

The vessel arrived at ST Marine’s Tuas Yard on 28 September 
2014. Major scope of work comprised of the refurbishment of 
the fire-damaged sections – superstructure, accommodation 
including the wheelhouse, 15 cabins, two toilets and the crew 
mess room. The owner also took the opportunity to modify the 
accommodation structure, fish-wells were blasted and painted 
and some other underwater maintenance work were also 
performed. 

Salvaging Demiku
ST Marine is proud to be awarded this job by Cristina Fishing 
in getting Demiku ship-shape again. On a recent visit to check 
on the progress, Mr Antonio Alvarez asserted that “I’m very 
impressed by the good quality and workmanship of the repair 
work, particularly that of the new accommodation. My fishing 
master and crew will be very happy to stay on the new boat.” 
This project had bolstered ST Marine’s capabilities as an 
established repair and refurbishment yard for fishing vessels.

Dealing With the Unexpected! 
The challenge of the Santrina
What started off as a scheduled special survey docking and 
repair works for the 36,457 deadweight tonnage tanker, Santrina 
turned out to be a race against time for ST Marine to get her 
seaworthy again.

The 178m long oil tanker arrived at ST Marine’s Tuas Yard 
in September 2014 for regular docking and survey work. 

ST Marine had six days to complete the task. However, 
ST Marine’s inspection of the hull later revealed a surprise 
– the tanker’s external hull bottom plate was damaged, 
possibly due to grounding.

This necessary major but unexpected repair caught the 
owners by surprise as the tanker was committed to an 
oncoming charter. ST Marine’s responsive spirit sprang into 
action as the project team worked out the best plan to carry 
out the work and to complete this major repair in the shortest 
possible time. Some 200 tonnes of external steel and ballast 
pipes in the six ballast tanks were renewed. Given such 
extensive steel and pipe work to be done and in a relatively 
short time, careful planning on the work sequences and 
processes had to be executed to prevent any structural 
deformation. 

ST Marine completed the job in just two weeks and again, 
lived up to expectations as we have won over another 
satisfied customer. 

MARINE NEWS
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The business of shipyards is sometimes considered to 
be as “hard as steel”. However, ST Marine showed off its 
softer “Artother” side for its valued customers with an Arts 
Appreciation Night at the Asian Civilization Museum on 
28 November 2014. 

Over 100 guests visited the Asian Civilisation Museum 
before walking down Singapore’s memory lane from the 
first General Post Office’s first Post Box and the entire 

Arts Appreciation with ST Marine 
Arty ST Marine

As is our tradition by now, ST Marine held our annual “Lo-Hei” 
celebration with our esteemed customers at Spring Court 
restaurant in Chinatown on 26 February 2015 evening. 
To welcome the Lunar New Year of the GOAT, we did the 
traditional “Lo-Hei” tossing for the abundance of good fortune 
and luck! 

This annual get-together was our way of saying a big 
thank you to our valued customers. Accompanying 
the delectable nine-course dinner were fringe festivities 
and activities, including fortune telling, dragon beard 
candy treats and an artistic three-piece Chinese 
Orchestra to perform many familiar “Tunes of Spring” 
to bring in the atmosphere of celebrating the 
Lunar New Year. 
 
The evening ended with an enjoyable karaoke session 
after the scrumptious dinner. It was a wonderful night out 
with our customers and we sincerely wish our customers 
happiness and prosperity in the New Year!

Historical Gallery found at the Fullerton Hotel. As a 
mini-preview for the guests, ST Marine did a “soft launch” 
for its new corporate video before the dinner. The video 
is expected to be officially available by the mid of 2015. 

This Art appreciation event was topped off with 
appreciation of fine wine and food to round off the artistic 
evening. Indeed work done by ST Marine is also “state 
of the art!”

ONWARD

“Getting Our Act Together”  
Ushering in the Year of the GOAT!

EVENTS
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ST Marine on TV
Big Factories season 3

The familiar adage of “one picture worth a thousand words” 
cannot be truer for ST Marine when the company was selected 
to be featured in the television series “Big Factories Season 
3”. This infotainment programme focuses on featuring leading 
Singapore factories with capabilities in engineering, design and 
production to show that small Singapore can do BIG things!

The TV film crews led by humorous host Lee Teng, spent 
four days at ST Marine’s facilities filming for the 30-minute 
episode. The first stop for them was the Engineering Design 
Centre (EDC) where the team was given an insight and 
overview of our design processes by two of our Assistant 
Principal Engineers, Yeow Xian Ching and Wang Xiao Bing.  

The next stop was the Hull Department in the yard, where 
they witnessed the building processes in the construction of 
a ship. Kelvin Ho, ST Marine’s Hull Manager, was “equal” to 
Lee Teng and added much humour even as he orientated 
Lee Teng through several important production processes. 
Lee Teng even had an opportunity to perform a weld at our  
welding section! Suffice to say Lee Teng’s first amateur attempt 
at welding was unsuccessful, showing that professional jobs 

like this needs to be professionally executed with good skills  
and training – pre-requisites for every step of a ship’s  
production process.

The programme also highlighted the Anchor Handling Tug 
Supply (AHTS) vessels built for Swire Pacific Offshore. Assistant 
Project Manager, Lee Sze Chong walked Lee Teng through the 
vessel, showing the various compartments, equipment and its 
functions. The team was delighted to tour the ship in depth 
and was surprised that contrary to popular belief of crammed 
quarters onboard ships, the captain’s room is quite comfortably 
spacious. Filming of the wheelhouse and engine room was 
included with Lee Teng giving the ‘command’ of the vessel as 
a captain! To have a feel on ship’s repairs and maintenance, 
Lee Teng rounded off the filming by manually scrubbing off 
barnacles and other crustaceans from an oil tanker undergoing 
repairs in our Tuas yard.
 
Our heartfelt thanks to 360 Productions, Swire Pacific offshore 
and Oxalis Shipping Co. Pte Ltd. for this great opportunity to 
showcase our competencies and capabilities as a shipyard to 
the public. 

FEATURE
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“I feel proud to watch our company being featured in the pilot episode of 
Big Factories Season 3. I believe that the show can provide the general public 
with insights on our capabilities and what we do here in ST Marine. Hopefully, it 
can generate interest among the younger audiences and attract them to join the 
marine industry.” ~ Chen Zhiru (Manager, Shiprepair department)

“It is an honour to have ST Marine featured in Big Factories, showing our 
families and friends how our industry works. This is also a great opportunity 
for the general public to gain a deeper understanding on the shipbuilding 
and shiprepair industry. This should generate interests for the younger 
generation into joining marine industry.” ~ Lee Sze Chong (Assistant Manager, 
Project department)

“I feel that this is an excellent way to introduce our good shipyard to the public. 
This will definitely attract young potential engineers to join us at ST Marine. 
From this feature, the general public will now know that ST Marine not only 
build commercial ships, but also naval ships for Singapore and other countries.” 
~ Ho Han Jee Kelvin (Manager, Hull department)

FEATURE
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A battle where no weapons were used! Brains were 
the weapons of choice when 14 ST Engineering 
teams from five SBAs vied for top honours at the 2014 
ST Engineering Team Excellence event hosted by ST Marine 
on 5 December 2014.  The competing teams came from 
ST Aerospace, ST Kinetics, ST Electronics, ST Synthesis and 
ST Marine. The judges at the convention included two veteran 
assessors from the Singapore Productivity Association (SPA), 
Mr Chia Beng Chye and Mr Tang Khoon Sin. They joined 
ST Engineering’s Mr Harnek Singh, to review the presentations. 
Teams from ST Marine performed well, achieving two Star 
Awards and two Gold Awards.  For the first Star Award project, 
titled “To optimise energy efficiency for blasting chamber 
system and equipment” by the Facilities department, the main 
objective was to improve the energy-related performance and 
efficiency and to identify energy reduction opportunities. The 
outcome of the project benefitted the company in meeting 
government legislation on Energy Conservation, implement self-
imposed carbon targets under ISO14064, reduce consumption 
and prevent higher costs incurred due to rising energy prices, 
increase the use of the Blasting Chamber and enhance the 
reputation of our company as a socially responsible organisation. 
The second Star Award project was titled “To enhance the 
block erection trimming process” by the Hull department, with 

the objective to reduce the cycle time and man-hours for block 
erection. The conventional method requires five men for the 
trimming of the block after erection. Moreover, the trimming 
onboard vessel is critical and poses some serious safety 
hazards. The team aimed to optimize the amount of work done 
before the erection with lesser labour and materials, while 
improving the accuracy of the block erection. The alignment and 
dimensions control of the vessel is of paramount importance in 
ensuring the accuracy and quality of the hull block construction.

ST Marine congratulates all team members for superb effort in 
flying the ST Marine banner high in this contest!

A Battle of the Minds!

“Productivity” at ST Marine’s 
   Business Excellence Forum 2015

ST Marine’s annual Business Excellence Forum was held on 
7 February 2015. With the work theme “A Thinking, Learning 
and Innovative Organisation”, Mr Ng Sing Chan, President of 
ST Marine, kicked off the event with a wrap up of achievements 
in 2014 and focus for 2015. A key message was the need to 
focus on Productivity, which will be the major determinant for 
ST Marine to keep doing well. 

With Dr Fraser Thompson, a consultant from McKinsey Global 
Institute as our external speaker, he shared that “sustaining 
Singapore’s recent growth performance will require close to a 
three times’ increase in its productivity growth”. Additionally, 
five members of our management took to the stage to expound 
further the productivity efforts and initiatives. Topics ranged 
from the ‘soft’ skills we all inherently possess to work in a best 
collective manner to technical aspects including best sourcing, 

improvement at production including a new scheme to 
‘Pay-For-Bonus’, our evergreen Kaizen movement and our 
engineering research and development efforts. 

Rounding off the event, an award presentation for winners of 
the ST Engineering Team Excellence Convention (TEC) and 
National Innovation Quality Circle (NIQC) competition was also 
conducted. Earning the highest accolades of being awarded the 
‘STAR Award’ and a prize of $1000 were the teams from Benoi 
Yard Facilities Department and Benoi Yard Hull Department. 
Both team leaders, Mr Tan Kok Kong and Mr Voon Chuon Chiew 
expressed appreciation on behalf of their teams for 
ST Marine’s effort and commitment in our continuous search to 
be most productive and in the process, allowed to also bring out 
the best in ourselves!

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE
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Beyond

Mention spending 40 years of your life with someone and 
the thing that may come to mind is a 40th Ruby wedding 
anniversary!  Our colleague Lee Kwan Sin is celebrating his 
“ruby working anniversary” with ST Marine having spent more 
than 40 years here!

Kwan Sin joined ST Marine in November 1970 as a welder in 
our Benoi Yard Hull Department. Benoi Yard was just starting 
operations and Kwan Sin joined the company during its mass 
recruitment exercise. Since then, he has not left his “marriage” 
to ST Marine! Kwan Sin recounted, “When I first joined Benoi 
Yard it was just a flat empty ground, totally unlike what we see 
today with all the workshops around it.” 

So why did he sign on to a company that had not fully got off 
the ground? “I wanted to upgrade my skills as a steel welder,” 
Kwan Sin said, “as the job I was doing only involved welding 
fittings such as window frames and grills. This was very ‘small 
scale’ compared to what I would get to do in a shipyard building 
big ships.” He added that the excitement of growing his skills as 
well as seeing a company grow added to the challenge.

Kwan Sin spent the first 38 years with 
ST Marine in the Hull Department, 
rising to the rank of Supervisor. In 
2010, his extensive knowledge and 
experience in welding saw him 
transferred to Human Resource 
Training as a Trainer 
for welding skills, 

process and certifications for ST Marine welders. He still does 
this important role today.

Several factors contributed to Kwan Sin’s 40 over years with 
ST Marine. “The various building projects that I worked on, 
together with my colleagues, required problem solving and tight 
deadlines. The sense of achievement when we completed the 
projects was really fulfilling. Also, there’s job security as my 
career has helped me provide for my family and I am grateful.”

Curiosity is always on Kwan Sin’s mind and like all technically 
minded folks, he enjoys taking apart household electrical 
gadgets to better understand their workings. “However, putting 
them back again to resume their original functions can be a real 
challenge!”

What has the ST Marine sage has to say to his younger 
colleagues? “ST Marine provides many learning opportunities as 
well as other sources of knowledge you can get from computers 
and the internet. I 
encourage everyone
to learn as much as 
you can whenever 
time allows you to 
do so. Your future 
depends on your 
ability to improve 
your knowledge
and skills.”

40 Years
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It’s not it’s the end (ITE),” says ST Marine Engineer Ore Yi Liang, “it’s all about 
what’s in the end that counts.” 

Affectionately known as Ore, his current success can be attributed to his 
dogged determination, spurred by an immediate need to help his family after 
his dad’s business folded. Finishing off technical studies at Montfort Secondary 
School, he enrolled with the Institute of Technical Studies (ITE) to continue his 
education. From there, he chose to join ST Marine. 

Ore started with ST Marine’s Engine Service Centre (Diesel 
Department) for his apprenticeship stint. His second year in 

ST Marine  was under the confident wings of Supervisor 
Yip Chee Wan and his team of two senior engine fitters Alwie 

Lio and Chow Seng Kong. “I learnt a lot from them. Teamwork, 
watching out for each other, good time management techniques, 
and ensuring all work was finished on time,” he added. After 
his third year apprenticeship, national service duties called 
where he found the opportunity, while serving, to study for his 
Higher Nitec in Mechanical Engineering. From here, Ore went 
on to complete his Diploma in Marine Offshore and Technology 
with a ST Marine sponsorship. Ore continued to impress his 

superiors at work and was awarded a scholarship to pursue a 
degree in Marine Engineering in 2010 by Newcastle University 

(Upon Tyne). Today, in ST Marine, he leads a dedicated service 
team in the Engine Service Center and servicing and maintaining a 

range of diesel engines and generators.  

For his work-life balance, Ore is a volunteer Dance Choreographer 
at the Ngee Ann Polytechnic Hip Hop Dance Club. This may appear 

completely opposite to what he does at work but he says it gives him 
the chance to share his learnings with the younger set of students. 
“I get to share with them the importance of self-discipline, dedication, 
perseverance, and respect for each other. This is so important in life,” 
Ore added.

Ore is grateful to ST Marine in not only giving him a job and career but 
also more importantly believing in him and sponsoring his education. 
He quipped, “ST Marine gave me hope when many gave up hope on 
me. I am now successfully and gainfully employed with an established 
company. I am indeed fortunate and grateful and also want to salute 
my colleagues for teaching, guiding and supporting me throughout 
my journey thus far!” 
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Lee Gen Feng, Ron
When Ron Lee Gen Feng decided on a career with ST Marine he never thought of 
being immersed in the latest in electronics and electrical design technology, traveling 
overseas, and sharing his experience with younger aspirants looking at the marine 
industry as career choices.

After graduating from Nanyang Technological University with a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Ron took up the offer by ST Marine to join as 
a design engineer at the Engineering Design Centre (EDC) Weapons and Electronics 
(W&E) department. Today, as a senior engineer in the department, Ron’s primary role 
is managing the design and implementation of naval shipboard electronics systems. 
These include Navigation, Communication and Combat Systems for new build 
projects. His role includes overseas visits to suppliers’ premises for Design Review 
Meetings and Factory Acceptance Tests. This allows Ron to broaden his experiences 
and ensure that systems are designed and functioning according to set specifications.

During a shipbuilding program, the equipment is shipped to Singapore for installation 
on board the vessel after successful Factory Acceptance Tests. For Ron, this is not the 
end of the project cycle. He attends to all systems test during harbour trials as well as 
sail with the ship during sea trials. All systems and equipment is commissioned after 
this is done.  In addition to his primary work scope, Ron also supports the commercial 
department in preparing technical proposals for tenders in bidding for new projects for 
ST Marine.

“But it’s not just all the hard and technical stuff for me,” Ron added with a smile, 
“I am also involved in ST Marine’s recruitment drive and ST Engineering 
branding activities.” He conducts presentations on ST Marine engineering career 
opportunities to students and the public at 
occasions such as the recent Singapore Air 
Show in 2014.

Ron’s work-life balance outside ST Marine 
is spending his leisure hours with family and 
friends. “I relax with friends over drinks 
while catching our favorite soccer matches 
on Saturday nights,” he says. He stays fit 
with routine Sunday morning basketball 
games to round off his weekend 
relaxation.

“I am happy working in ST Marine. 
As a young engineer, ST Marine 
has afforded many opportunities 
for me to learn and grow with the 
company. This has sharpened 
my technical skills to help me 
contribute more to ST Marine 
and the marine industry,” he 
concluded.
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Experience ST MARINE

“It was definitely unique and fruitful. This is the 
only description I can use to describe my first 
internship and first work experience in ST Marine. 
ST Marine gave me the opportunity to work with 
some of their most experienced engineers on 

Tan Min Jiang
Attached to: Engineering Design Centre (Marine) 

various projects. The valuable knowledge and experience I gained 
is immeasurable. This Internship allowed me to use what I learnt 
in my Polytechnic and to apply my skills to solve some challenging 
obstacles. To work with a team of engineers that are encouraging, 
positive and giving strong support is a true privilege.”

“Doing the practical from just learning theoretical 
is the unique experience that I discovered 
during my internship with ST Marine Benoi 
Yard, Mechanical department. Relating physical 
parts and materials to what is in textbooks in 

classrooms gives me a completely new dimension to my studies and 
to planning my future career. Thank you ST Marine!”

Li Hongjin
Attached to: Benoi Yard (Mechanical department)

“My 12-week internship at ST Marine’s Human 
Resource’s Learning and Personal Development 
department provided me a wealth of experience 
and knowledge that no textbooks can provide! 

Tan Chuan Wei Louis
Attached to: Human Resource (Learning and 
                      Personal Development)

From the Engine Service Centre to the Training Centre and the Engine 
Test Cell, all of these are true eye-openers and hands-on learning 
that I got to experience. The people I got to work with in ST Marine, 
whether colleagues in my department or other department staff, they 
were nice and extremely encouraging. The guidance and their helping 
hands extended to me while I was at the shipyard are invaluable and 
will serve to guide me in my future endeavors in my chosen field.”

“Venturing into a male-dominated domain is 
not easy! Therefore, spending my internship at 
ST Marine’s Benoi-Hull shipyard was truly a first 

Maria Clara Bte 
Farhan S A
Attached to: Benoi Yard (Hull)

for me. I learnt many new insights about shipbuilding and boarding 
ships countless times gave me a better understanding of what each 
hull does for different vessels. I was even given the opportunity to 
be part of two key milestones of the Hull department enabling me 
to meet key people in the shipbuilding industry. My experiences at 
ST Marine is one that I will never forget.”

VOICES
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Loyalty comes in many ways and one of them is the tenure 
of service in the company. ST Marine recognised 107 of our 
colleagues at our annual Long Service Award Ceremony 
on 15 December 2014. The event was held at the Oasis and 
was a joyous occasion to celebrate our colleagues’ proven 
long-term dedication, commitment and loyalty to our company.  

The Long Service Award was categorised under 5, 10, 15, 
20, 25 30, 35 and 40 years of service with ST Marine. We are 
indeed grateful and proud of all our long serving colleagues 
who had achieved such significant milestones in their service.  
We congratulate and commend them and know that they will 
continue to be our bastion of invaluable experience and trusted 
source of knowledge retention within our company. Thank you 
and well done!

Long Service Award

Sharing YEP with our young
ST Marine was pleased to have hosted the ST Engineering 
Young Engineers Programme YEP on the 13 February 2015. 
This is a ST Engineering initiative to promote greater awareness 
and interest in Engineering among our younger generation. A 
total of 10 teams of 22 students, from Anderson Junior College, 
Hwa Chong Institution, NUS High School, and Raffles 
Institution, was attached to various SBAs for a week in the 
month of December 2014 to work on topics including robotics, 
new energy, internet of things and many more.

During the YEP event, these students conducted presentations 
reflecting on their short internship stints at the various SBAs. 
They were also given an insight into the engineering design work 
and on-going research and development efforts at ST Marine. 
A key item highlighted was that MV Swift Rescue, which was 
successful in finding the fuselage belonging to the unfortunate 
QZ8501 flight, was conceived, designed and built at ST Marine. 
This is a useful indication on the significant impact engineers 
can have on society in general. 

HAPPENINGS
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Assisted by 20 staff volunteers from Tuas Yard’s Hull 
Department, children with learning disablities or autism from 
the Students Care Services (Hougang Branch) were brought 
on a field trip to the Bollywood Vege Farm on 26 December 
2014. The intent was to allow the children an opportunity to 
learn about nature. 

A light drizzle did not dampen the enthusiasm of the kids 
as they were guided through the farm. They learnt about 
the different plant species and challenged themselves in a 
drawing contest on their own interpretation of a padi field. 
Prizes were given to the best effort and best drawings. A 
nice healthy lunch was served to the children and our 
volunteers, after which the children where taught how to 
grow potted plants and viewed a demonstration of how rice 
is grown in a padi field.

Widening Horizons
A visit to Bollywood Vege Farm

HAPPENINGS
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Day trip to Kukup, Malaysia
Many say “all work and no play make Jack a dull boy”! With 
this in mind, the Human Resource department organised a 
day-trip to Kukup, in west Johor, Malaysia for 151 ST Marine 
staff on 20 December 2014. Four tour coaches completed with 
tour guides started the journey from ST Marine dormitories early 
in the morning.

It was a good two-hour leisure drive and along the way, the 
guides shared the history and culture of Malaysia, highlighting 
several interesting sites along the way. Upon arrival at Kukup, 
our staff boarded launches which ferried everyone out to a 
floating fish farm where they learnt from the local fishermen all 
about marine life and fishes – from puffer fishes to baby sharks!

The fish-farm visit was a photo opportunity for everyone, most 
of whom work on ships in the yard but seldom make it out to 
sea. After that, it was a visit to the local mini-mart for some local 
snacks. Everyone tucked into a fabulous seafood lunch at the 
seafood restaurant there. Dishes like Black Pepper Crab, Cereal 
Prawns and Stir Fried Clams became “vanishing species” very 
quickly! 

On the return journey to Singapore, the coaches made a 
scheduled stop at a shopping mall in Johor Bahru to allow 
everyone to shop for apparels, food and other items to take 
home. After shopping and dinner, the group proceeded on the 
final leg back to Singapore.

It was certainly a fun and memorable day for everyone who 
participated. All participants gave the outing a “thumbs up” and 
planning has started for the next outing!

Melaka Tour
A group of 74 ST Marine employees and their family members went on a two-day Melaka trip on 17 and 18 January 2015. 
The holiday-goers went on a shopping spree and sightseeing at some of Melaka’s famous landmarks, such as the Stadhuys and 
the Jonker Street. They also indulged in the local cuisines such as the Portuguese and Nonya meals. It was truly an enjoyable short 
getaway for all involved. 

HAPPENINGS
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Community Chest 
Festive Care 2015 (Fu Dai)

Accompanied by Community Chest ambassador Wong Li-Lin 
and MediaCorp artiste Xiang Yun, ST Marine volunteers 
together with family members participated in the Community 
Chest Festive Care flag off near the Indoor Stadium on 
25 January 2015. A hundred Festive Care goodie bags which 
were sponsored by ST Marine and employees were delivered 
to the 100 beneficiaries under the charity, Lions Befrienders. It 
was a fulfiling project as the 23 volunteers were warmly received 
by the elderly at their respective homes during the deliveries. 

ONWARD
HAPPENINGS
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